Multi-Functional Laser Pointer / LED Flashlight Pen
Multi-Functional Laser Pointer / LED Flashlight Key Ring

Function & Specification:

**Pen Style**
1. Red Dot Laser Pointer
   - Wavelength: 650nm
   - Output Power: Class II (<1mW)
     - Class IIIa (<5mW)
   - Battery: LR41(AG3) x 3 PCs
   - FDA, EN60825-1 & CE Approved
2. High Brightness White Light LED Flashlight
   - Three sections Flashlight (ON-Blinker-OFF)
   - LED Dimension: Ø3.0mm
3. Stylus Pen (For Touch Screen Devices)
4. Reset Pin (In The Reverse Side of Stylus Pen)
5. Black or Blue Ballpoint Pen
   - With Refill Color Indicator On Barrel

**Key Ring Style**
1. Red Dot Laser Pointer
   - Wavelength: 650nm
   - Output Power: Class II (<1mW)
     - Class IIIa (<5mW)
   - Battery: LR41(AG3) x 3 PCs
   - FDA, EN60825-1 & CE Approved
2. High Brightness White Light LED Flashlight
   - Three sections Flashlight (ON-Blinker-OFF)
   - LED Dimension: Ø3.0mm
3. Key Ring

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:
1. Since a laser beam can be harmful to the eyes, please avoid direct eye exposure.
   Do not look directly into the laser beam output aperture during operation.
2. Be aware that laser light, when reflected off a mirror-like surface, can also be dangerous.
3. **CAUTION**: Use of controls, adjustments, performance or procedures other than given in USER INSTRUCTIONS may result in hazardous laser light exposure.
4. This product is not a toy. **PLEASE KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN**

USER INSTRUCTIONS:
1. To change the batteries, Hold the upper barrel by one hand and unscrew the lower pen section/end cap by another hand first, put 3 PCs of batteries into upper barrel (The positive (+) pole face outward), and then re-screw the lower pen section/end cap to the upper barrel (Pls. see figure left).
2. **To operate the Laser pointer**: press the upper push button ↑ of upper barrel. Releasing the button turns the laser pointer off.
3. The flashlight contains a three sections (ON-Blinker-OFF) switch. **To operate the LED Flashlight**, take turns pressing the lower push button ↓ of upper barrel. The flashlight will function according to the above priority.
4. To change the ballpoint refill or stylus pen, pull out the pen tip from the pen first. The second step is pull out the old refill from the pen and insert the new refill back. Finally, reassemble the pen tip with laser pointer pen [Pen style only]
5. To use the ballpoint pen or stylus pen, just hold the lower pen section by one hand and turn the pen tip left or right by another hand. [Pen style only]
6. The RESET pin is on the reverse side of stylus pen. To use the reverse RESET pin, just pull out the pen tip and then pull out the stylus pen. [Pen style only]
7. If this product is to be stored for a long period of time, please remove the batteries from laser pointer pen to prevent corrosion.
8. Please keep this product away from water, dust and heat. Like all electronic equipment, this product should be handled with care.